DARÜŞŞAFAKA SCHOOLS
WEEKEND SATURDAY ACTIVITIES
2016 FALL, WINTER AND 2017 SPRING SEMESTERS
“LIVING SCHOOL” ACTIVITIES

Dear all,
We invite you to a colorful and contentful world of activities which will be carried out in our
school at the weekends. The only thing you have to do is to choose the activities and fill out
“participation form” and turn it in it to us. Hopefully you will enjoy activities and feel the joy
of producing.
Tülay Keçeci
Activities Coordinator
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INSTRUMENTAL SOUNDS FROM ARTS DEPARTMENT
VIOLIN
The violin is the smallest, highest pitched member of the violin family of string instruments.
This instrument develops your sensitivity in a high level and fastens the process of developing
practical intelligence. Even if you do not play violin in the future, your violin experience will
enable you learn music beyond merely understanding how it works.
Target Audience: Grade 6 and 7 students
Quota: 8 students from every level
Leader: İlker Yeter
Venue: Arts Department

GUITAR
The origins of the guitar go back to Spain, it is the most widely known instrument among
stringed instruments. It is especially popular among teenagers; it is easy to take it out of the
house as well. Acoustic guitar, electric guitar and bass guitar are highly favored in popular
music which is another reason why many people prefer to play it.
Target Audience: Grade 6 and 7 students
Quota: 6 students from every level
Leader: Cihan Vardar
Venue: Arts Department

RHYTHM-PERCUSSION
Three elements of the music are rhythm, melody and harmony. However rhythm is of
paramount importance among them. Playing rhythm instruments require high brain activities.
Rhythm is the most important element of instruments community. If percussion instruments
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are missing while making music, you can’t hear many things. Rhythm completes the music
and instrument. It is always needed.
Target Audience: Grade 5, 6 and 7 students
Quota: 8 students from every level
Leader: Aytek KARADENİZ
Venue: Arts Department

SPORTS HALLS
Sports halls and dance halls are also open on Saturdays.
SOCCER
Darüşşafaka students are on the soccer pitch. Two goalposts, one whistle and a ball, come on!
What are you waiting for?
Target Audience: 5-6-7th grades
Quota: 8 students from every level
Leader: Erdem Yağız
Venue: Soccer pitch

BICYCLE
Are you ready to learn how to ride a bike and follow the rules while riding? Are you ready to
learn how to fix a bike?
Target Audience: Beginner level 5-6-7th grades
Quota: 20 students from every level
Leader: Erdem Yağız
Venue: Athleticism field
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BADMINTON
The history of badminton can be traced to “Ti jian Zi” game created by Chinese people and it
came to be known in Europe by British military officers stationed in India. Badminton is
played both indoor and outdoor. It is a dynamic and fun racquet sport.
Target Audience: 5-6-7th grades
Quota: 16 students
Leader: Duygu Saatçioğlu
Venue: Balon saha

VOLLEYBALL
Volleyball is a team sport which is played by two teams of six players who are separated by a
net. Each team tries to score points by grounding the ball on the other team’s court.
This is a great opportunity for you if you like team sports to have fun and to gain sportive
skills of volleyball.
Target Audience: 5-6-7th grades
Quota: 16 female students
Leader: Sevtun Doğar
Venue: Balon Saha
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FREEDOM IN CREATIVE ART WORKSHOPS
Here is the list of creative workshops offered to our students for them to learn, to have fun and
to produce.

ORIGAMI
Rules are simple. No cut or paste. The only thing we need is paper. By folding a piece of
paper, you can design tons of different models. Origami is the art of folding which is used in
engineering, architecture, medicine, space sciences, furniture design and fashion design. Do
you want to learn the technique of design and bring papers to life?
Target Audience: 5-6-7th grades
Quota: 15 students
Leader: Atilla YURTKUR
Venue: Balon Saha

MAGIC GAMES
This is an introduction to the arts of illusion. Magic games will give you fun while it surprises
people around you. You will improve your manual dexterity, self-control and feeling of trust.
But you should promise that you will never tell anyone about your magical powers! This is a
great opportunity to improve your skills, to increase your creativity and to feature your
theatric skills. Come and join this magical world.
Target Audience: 5-6-7th grades
Quota: 15 students
Leader: Yasemin Osman
Venue: Classroom
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PATCHWORK
For centuries, patchwork is formed by sewing together pieces of fabric into a larger design.
Different patterns are built up with different fabric shapes. As time goes by, designs are
shaped and it really requires great effort. Although it has a foreign name, we inherited this
tradition from our grandmothers. It has also traditional names in our culture such as adına
kırkyama, kırk pare or yamalı bohça. Compared to the past, it has been more popular these
days.Come on girls, come to the creative patchwork workshop. You will not understand how
time flies.
Target Audience: 6-7th grades
Quota: 10 students
Leader: Ayşe ZENGİN
Venue: Girls Dormitory,

THE MIRACLE OF FELT
Felt is a dense and non-woven fabric, highly popular recently. You can see the miracle of
producing necklace, bags, pins and belts from colorful felts.
Target Audience: 5-6-7th grades
Quota: 12 students
Leader: Serpil AL
Venue: Felt Studio
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MODEL AIRPLANE
Students who did not attend club activities during weekdays club hours! This call is for you. It
is a great opportunity for you. Do not miss this opportunity. When? It is on Saturdays.
Mehmet Abi is waiting for you at the model airplane studio!
Target Audience: 6-7th grades
Quota: 12 students
Leader: Yusuf ÖZTÜRK-Mehmet YILDIZ
Venue: Model Airplane Studio

STRATEGY GAMES
CHESS
Are you ready to strengthen your memory, decision making skills and attention? If you
already know how to play chess, you will have the opportunity to participate in chess
tournaments and increase your experience. If you do not know how to play it, you will reach
a level which will allow you to play it professionally at the end of the term. Students in the
school team will represent Darüşşafaka at different tournaments. We invite all chess lovers to
our club.
Target Audience: 5-6-7th grades
Quota: 15 students
Leader: Hakan ÖZGÜR
Venue: Chess room
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PARTICIPATION FORM

The activities you can choose:

MUSIC: Violin, Guitar, Rhythm-Percussion
SPORTS: Football, Badminton, Volleyball, Bicycle
ARTS: Felt, Magic Games, Patchwork, Origami
CULTURE: Chess, Model Airplane

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Name-Surname of the Student:
Class…..School Number

IMPORTANT NOTE:
You have 4 options to choose the activity that you want to carry out. Please put down the
name of the club. Number 1 should be the one you desire to attend most. You will be later
informed about the final decision.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Fill out this form and turn in it to the respective vice principal. Due date is September 23,
2016.
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